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of Color Photography." December: "The Present Status of Color
Photography."

Farming tor October: "The Menace of Consumption in our Cattle
and Hogs," "The First Principles of Woodlot Management." December:
"Alabama’s Great Farming Opportunities."

The School World, December, 1906: "The Arrangement and Equip-
ment of a Geographical Laboratory," "Is an Accurate Figure Essential
to the Proof of a Geometrical Theorem?"

Monthly Weather Review, August, 1906-: "The Meteorological Op-
aics of Prof. J. M. Pointer," "Studies on the Thermo-dynamics of the
Atmosphere," by Frank H. Bigelow; "Variation in Temperature over
a Limited Area."

Scientific American, December 15: "The Poulsen Selective System
of Wireless Telegraphy," "A Disease which Threatens the American
Chestnut Tree." December 22: "Controlling the Colorado River and
Salton Sea."

Physical Remezc for January: "A New Type of Alternating.Current
Galvanometer of High Sensibility," "Three-color Interference Pictures."

Open Court for January: "Alice in the Wonderland of Mathe-
matics," "Conquest of River and Sea."

THE MINERAL PRODUCTION OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1905.
A most interesting chapter in the volume entitled "Mineral Re-

sources of the United States, 1905," published by the United States
Geological Survey, is that which contains a summary of the mineral
production of the United States during that year.

In 1905, for the seventh time, the total value of our mineral pro-
duction exceeded the enormous sum of $1,000,000,000. The exact fig-
ures for 1905 are $1,623,877,127, as compared with $1,360,883,554 in
1904.

As heretofore, iron and coal are the most important of our mineral
products. The value of the iron in 1905 was $382,450,000; the value
of the coal, $476,756,968. The fuels increased from $584,043,236 in
1904 to $602,477,217 in 1905, a gain of $18,433,981, or 3.16 per cent.
Anthracite coal showed an increase in value of $2,904,980 from $138,-
974,020 in 1904 to $141,879,000 in 1905. The increase in value of the
bituminous coal output over 1904 was $29,480,962, a combined increase
in value of coal of $32,385,942 in 1905, or 7.3 per cent.

The gain of $262,993,5~73 in the total value of our mineral produc-
tion is due to gains in both metallic and non-metallic products, the
metallic products showing an increase from $501,099,950 in 1904 to
$702,453,108 in 1905, a gain of $201,353,158, and the non-metallic prod-
ucts showing an increase from $859,383,604 in 1904 to $921,024,019
in 1905, a gain of $61,640,415. To these products should be added esti-
mated unspecified products, including molybdenum, bismuth, tungsten,
and other mineral products, valued at $400,000, making the total min-
eral production for 1905 of $1,623,877,127.

Besides the usual table and summary of, quantities and values of
the country’s mineral output by products, the volume contains this
year, for the first time, a summary, in tabulated form, of the value of
the mineral products by states. These tables were compiled by Mr.
Wm. Taylor Thorn.�77. S, Geological Survey Bulletin 260,




